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abstract: The coexistence of different pathogen strains has im-
plications for pathogen variability and disease control and has been
explained in a number of different ways. We use contact networks,
which represent interactions between individuals through which in-
fection could be transmitted, to investigate strain coexistence. For
sexually transmitted diseases the structure of contact networks has
received detailed study and has been shown to be a vital determinant
of the epidemiological dynamics. By using analytical pairwise models
and stochastic simulations, we demonstrate that network structure
also has a profound influence on the interaction between pathogen
strains. In particular, when the population is serially monogamous,
fully cross-reactive strains can coexist, with different strains domi-
nating in network regions with different characteristics. Furthermore,
we observe specialization of different strains in different risk groups
within the network, suggesting the existence of diverging evolution-
ary pressures.
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The vast majority of infectious disease models consider a
single host species and a single strain of pathogen. How-
ever, in recent years increasing attention has focused on
the interaction of multiple strains or even different species
of pathogen. Areas of research have included the inter-
action between different strains of influenza and the en-
suing antigenic drift (Smith et al. 2004), the shifting pat-
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terns of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) strains (Frabasile
et al. 2003), the competition between wild-type and
antibiotic-resistant strains of methicillin-resistant Staph-
ylococcus aureus (MRSA; Baba et al. 2002), and the inter-
ference through convalescence between immunologically
independent childhood diseases (Rohani et al. 2003). The
competitive interaction between two strains is key to un-
derstanding disease evolution, both in terms of predicting
future trends and of interpreting current patterns (Grenfell
et al. 2004). Central to all these models of pathogen com-
petition is the tenet that complete cross-immunity between
strains leads to the competitive exclusion of one strain;
the strain that can best exploit the pool of susceptible
individuals forces other strains to extinction (May and
Anderson 1983; Bremermann and Thieme 1989; Turner
and Garnett 2002). Here we challenge this principle and
show that cross-immune strains can coexist in a hetero-
geneous population with variations in the rate of turnover
of contacts. These conditions, displayed in many social
settings, are most clearly realized in models of sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs) where the population can of-
ten be partitioned into a highly active core group and a
less active periphery and in which sexual contacts are nec-
essarily sequential.
The maintenance and prevalence of STDs is strongly
influenced by heterogeneities in mixing within the pop-
ulation. Most individuals have relatively few long-lived
sexual partnerships, while a small core group has many
partnerships of far shorter duration (Johnson et al. 1994;
Rothenberg et al. 1996; Zenilman et al. 1999; Johnson et
al. 2001). Infection is concentrated within core groups and
is found at a much lower level in the general population.
Like-with-like (assortative) mixing within populations
separates population subgroups and enhances differences
in prevalence between behavioral classes.
Contact networks, in which individuals appear as points
and interactions between individuals appear as lines be-
tween points, have been used for some time as a means
of understanding how the structure of a population affects
processes within it, including the spread of infectious dis-
eases (Wasserman and Faust 1994; Rothenberg et al. 1996;
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Jolly and Wylie 2002). Networks have been particularly
well used in the case of STD epidemiology because sexual
mixing networks are more straightforward to define and
to measure than mixing networks associated with infec-
tions spread through social contact. In contrast to familiar
completely mixing mean-field models (Anderson and May
1992), each individual in a network only interacts directly
with a small fraction of the population.
Much of the research on sexual networks looks at snap-
shots (perhaps with a slow shutter speed) of contact net-
works, which are often interpreted as representing all cur-
rent partnerships (Ferguson and Garnett 2000; Eames and
Keeling 2002; Jolly and Wylie 2002; Bearman et al. 2004).
For modeling purposes, connections within these networks
are assumed to be fixed and concurrent. Often a more
realistic approach is to assume the population to be serially
monogamous, with each individual being in at most one
partnership at any one time (Dietz and Hadeler 1988;
Altmann 1995; Kretzschmar and Dietz 1998; Eames and
Keeling 2004). This framework includes situations in
which partnerships are extremely short and in which part-
nerships form repeatedly between the same two individ-
uals. Serial monogamy slows the spread of infection and
reduces persistence. Furthermore, for a pathogen to be
sustained in the population, partnerships must last long
enough to transmit infection but must break up fast
enough for an individual to remain infectious until the
next partnership forms. Prevalence is maximized when
partnership formation is rapid and partnership duration
is intermediate (Kretzschmar and Dietz 1998; Eames and
Keeling 2004).
We expect highly connected core group individuals to
have many short-duration partnerships and those indi-
viduals with fewer network contacts to have fewer longer
relationships (Hethcote and Yorke 1984; Johnson et al.
2001). We investigate the possibility of coexistence of path-
ogen strains that specialize on these different regions of
the network. We demonstrate that rapidly transmitted
strains are favored where partnership turnover is fast,
whereas slow strains with long infectious periods dominate
where partnership turnover is slow.
We use two methods to investigate the dynamics of
competing strains: individual-based stochastic simulations
carried out on computer-generated networks and deter-
ministic pairwise approximations. The former approach
includes all details of a population’s interactions while the
latter has the advantages of ease of parameterization and
interpretation, as well as being considerably less compu-
tationally intensive. The pairwise model is the natural ex-
tension of standard compartmental modeling methods
(Anderson and May 1992) applied to network-based
interactions.
Coexistence of strains or of species has previously been
attributed to coinfection, to complex infection dynamics,
to spatial segregation, or to transient phenomena (Nowak
and May 1994; van Baalen and Sabelis 1995; Boots and
Sasaki 1999; Chesson 2000; Keeling et al. 2003; Amara-
sekare et al. 2004; Snyder and Chesson 2004). Here we
show that none of these mechanisms is necessary and that
different partnership turnover rates for high- and low-risk
individuals allow two different strains to coexist within a
network. Behavioral heterogeneities within a single con-
nected population provide a range of niches in which dif-
fering strains can dominate. The result appears in both
the idealized deterministic model and in detailed stochastic
simulations. We discuss implications for the evolution of
strains within different regions of a contact network.
Methods
Throughout, we use a simple susceptible-infected-suscep-
tible (SIS) model of infection in which individuals are
either susceptible or infectious and on recovery from in-
fection become susceptible once again. Pathogens are de-
scribed by their transmission rate across a contact, t, and
their recovery/treatment rate, g (giving an average infec-
tious period of ).1g
The interactions between individuals are described by
a network of contacts representing all potential sexual part-
nerships. This underlying potential network is fixed, but
the nature of the links, which may be active or inactive,
is not. All individuals are assumed to be serially monog-
amous, that is, in an active partnership with at most one
of their potential partners at any one time (fig. 1). We
assume that the number of potential partners (termed the
neighborhood size) in the network provides a measure of
an individual’s sexual activity and hence that the rate of
partnership breakup depends on the size of the potential
neighborhood; the more potential partners an individual
has, the shorter each of his partnerships will be. Highly
connected individuals correspond to a core group with
many short-duration partnerships (Rothenberg et al. 1996;
Zenilman et al. 1999). Throughout, we assume that in-
active links between unpartnered individuals become ac-
tive at a constant rate, a, and that partnerships between
two actively connected individuals with potential neigh-
borhood sizes n and m break up at rate ; thisr# (nm)
can be seen as each individual within a partnership ini-
tiating breakup at a rate proportional to their neighbor-
hood size.
We model the interaction between two strains by al-
lowing an individual to be infected with at most one strain
at a time, recovery from which gives no immunity to either
strain (Turner and Garnett 2002). Each strain interferes
with the other by reducing the pool of susceptible indi-
viduals. The competition introduced by this interference
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Figure 1: Illustration of partnerships on a potential network. Individuals
are represented by circles and an individual’s set of potential partners by
links to other circles. Only one active partnership per individual is per-
mitted at any time; active individuals (those in a partnership) and links
are shown in black. Over time, active links may become inactive, allowing
individuals to form connections elsewhere in their potential
neighborhood.
would lead us to expect, in a homogeneous population,
that the strain best able to exploit the population would
competitively exclude the other (May and Anderson 1983;
Bremermann and Thieme 1989; Turner and Garnett 2002).
In epidemiological terms, the reproductive ability of a
pathogen is summarized by the quantity R0, the basic re-
productive ratio, defined as the number of secondary cases
generated by a single infectious individual in an entirely
susceptible population.
Two different approaches are used to model the epi-
demic. The first is an individual-based stochastic model
of the population that explicitly includes all interactions
within the network. The second is a deterministic pairwise
approach designed to capture the network spread of in-
fection without requiring all the details of the population’s
behavior for its parameterization. These approaches com-
plement each other, with the network model giving a de-
tailed stochastic picture of the entire system and the pair-
wise approach enabling definitive results to be obtained
relatively rapidly over a wide range of parameters.
Both cases require the numerical simulation of epidem-
ics; although the pairwise approach provides a simplifi-
cation of the network-based epidemic, it is nevertheless
intractable to pen-and-paper methods. Even when con-
sidering a single strain in a homogeneous population, the
inclusion of both partnership and infection dynamics
makes the system too complex for direct solution. Nev-
ertheless, the deterministic nature of the model means that
the stability of coexisting strains is straightforward to
assess.
Network Model
To investigate epidemic spread on heterogeneous net-
works, we modify previous network-generating techniques
(Eames and Keeling 2002; Read and Keeling 2003) in order
to divide the population into two behavioral subgroups.
The approach taken here is one of several that could be
used; the aim was to generate distinguishable population
subgroups via a relatively minor and straightforward ad-
aptation of previous methods.
Individuals are distributed in a square in two-dimen-
sional space. Ten percent of the population is assigned to
the core group, and each individual is allocated a desired
number of potential partners, those in the core group
averaging approximately 20 and those in the rest of the
population averaging approximately four. Core group in-
dividuals are positioned in the central 1% of the square,
while the rest of the population is evenly distributed
throughout (thus core group individuals are more densely
packed). Connections are formed preferentially between
nearby individuals, ensuring that the majority of the con-
nections individuals make are with similar individuals. A
Gaussian connection kernel is used, parameterized to give
the desired distributions of partnerships; here, over 90%
of connections are within group, giving an assortative pat-
tern of mixing.
When running epidemics on these networks, we seed
the epidemic by infecting a randomly selected 1% of the
population. This relatively large fraction (compared with
only infecting a single individual) reduces the chance of
extinctions caused by small stochastic fluctuations. When
two strains are examined within the same network, 1% of
the population is infected with each strain. The state of
the network (including both its infection and partnership
properties) is updated event-by-event using the direct Gil-
lespie algorithm (Gillespie 1977; Gibson and Bruck 2000).
Pairwise Model
Complete network models have several advantages: they
include all interactions within a population, they track the
infection status of each individual, and, being stochastic,
they can capture some of the intrinsic variation within the
system. However, these advantages can also lead to prob-
lems in terms of interpretation, parameterization, and
computational time. The number of possible events in-
creases rapidly with population size, and the stochastic
nature of the epidemic means that multiple runs are re-
quired to determine model behavior with confidence,
which limits the size of population for which such an
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approach is feasible. The requirement that every interac-
tion within the population is known, while satisfied for
the artificially generated networks used here, is impractical
when applied to any real-world population: it is seldom,
if ever, possible to document all the interactions between
individuals, and therefore networks can only be approx-
imated at best.
The recognition of these problems has motivated the
development of modeling techniques that can be used to
represent network processes. The more familiar mean-field
approaches (Anderson and May 1992) are not appropriate
because they allow all individuals in the population to
interact weakly with each other; while this may make sense
for infections spread through casual social contact, in
which many interactions take place with many people, it
is an unreasonable assumption when the interactions
within the population change slowly relative to the time-
scales of the epidemic. In the models discussed here, the
underlying potential network is fixed, and therefore each
individual can only ever come into direct contact with a
small fraction of the population, a constraint also appli-
cable to the real world of sexual relationships.
Pairwise models have been developed as a compromise
between standard mean-field and full-network models
(Keeling et al. 1997; Rand 1999; Ferguson and Garnett
2000); recognizing that the infection status of interacting
individuals is likely to be correlated, pairwise models treat
connected pairs of individuals as their basic variables. The
difference between mean-field and pairwise models is seen
in the way they model the change in the number of in-
fectious individuals, [I]. A mean-field model would take
the form
˙[I]p b[S]# [I] g[I],
where [S] is the number of susceptible individuals and b
is a compound parameter containing details of transmis-
sion rate and mixing behavior. In contrast, the pairwise
model uses
˙[I]p t[SI] g[I],
where t is the transmission rate per contact and [SI] is
the number of susceptible-infected pairs within the net-
work. Thus, the pairwise model explicitly includes inter-
actions between susceptible and infectious individuals.
Rather than having only [S] and [I] as variables, the pair-
wise approach models the dynamics of all pair types (such
as [SS], [SI], and [II]) during the epidemic.
The serially monogamous interactions considered in this
article require a further adaptation: individuals and links
within the potential network can be either active or in-
active, and infection can only pass between network neigh-
bors if the link between them is active; we use to denote↔
active links and the subscript A to denote active individuals
(i.e., those involved in an active link), hence
˙[I]p t[S ↔ I ] g[I].A A
The model must keep track of the four processes taking
place within the potential network: transmission of infec-
tion, recovery, partnership formation, and partnership
breakup. By considering how the numbers of different
types of pairs within the network change as the epidemic
progresses, a set of differential equations describing the
epidemic can be derived. These equations and some more
details of the pairwise approach can be found in the ap-
pendix in the online edition of the American Naturalist.
It is straightforward to adapt the pairwise model to
represent a heterogeneous population and to consider
multiple competing strains of infection (appendix). The
model can easily be parameterized to investigate an epi-
demic on any network of interest and is straightforward
to interpret. It allows rapid calculation of R0 from the
initial growth rate of the epidemic (Eames and Keeling
2002), which can be used to assess the outcome of strain
competition. The model has further advantages in terms
of speed of simulation.
Coexistence
Standard theory for randomly mixing populations suggests
that the strain with the greatest R0 will dominate and force
the other strains to extinction (May and Anderson 1983;
Bremermann and Thieme 1989; Turner and Garnett 2002).
This property continues to hold in a polygamous network,
in which all connections are capable of transmitting in-
fection at all times (Eames and Keeling 2002), and a single
strain dominates irrespective of network heterogeneities.
In a serially monogamous population the situation is
more complex. When the network is homogeneous, only
the strain with the largest value of R0 will persist, but the
identity of this strain may depend on the properties of the
network. Figure 2 shows R0 in a homogeneous network,
calculated using the pairwise model for a single strain
(Eames and Keeling 2002); R0 depends both on the po-
tential neighborhood size and partnership breakup rate.
The breakup rate that maximizes R0 depends on the prop-
erties of the network in which the infection exists, sug-
gesting that the precise identity of the dominant strain
may depend on the attributes of the host population.
Figure 3A, 3B shows the long-term distribution of two
strains in an assortative, heterogeneous, monogamous po-
tential network. In figure 3A, 3B the same stochastically
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Figure 2: Basic reproductive ratio, R0, as a function of potential neighborhood size and the partnership breakup rate on a homogeneous potential
network. Throughout, R0 is calculated from the growth rate of the early stage of the epidemic (Keeling et al. 1997).
Figure 3: Coexistence of two cross-resistant strains in serially monogamous networks. A, The equilibrium distribution of infection predicted by the
pairwise model, as parameterized by a heterogeneous network of 5,000 individuals. The numbers of individuals of each neighborhood size are shown
as bars: 90% of the population is in the low-risk group (neighborhood ) while 10% is in the core group with larger neighborhood size.size ≤ 10
The division of infection between the two strains throughout the population is shown; the slow strain ( , ; red) dominates prevalence intp 8 gp 2
the low-risk region while the fast strain ( , ; blue) dominates in the core group. B, Stochastic simulations give similar results on thetp 30.5 gp 6
same network of 5,000 individuals. The fraction of infection due to each strain is again shown in red ( , ) and blue ( , ).tp 8 gp 2 tp 30.5 gp 6
Points show the amount of variation from 1,000 stochastic runs with 90% error bars plotted for the two representative types (four and 20 neighbors).
C, The coexistence region for a network with just two types of individual: high risk (20 neighbors, 10% of the population) and low risk (four
neighbors), as predicted by the pairwise model. Strain 1 has its parameters fixed ( ; dot), while those of strain 2 are varied; the bluetp 8, gp 2
and red curves show where the identity of the dominant strain changes in high-risk and low-risk groups, respectively. When each high-risk individual
has two contacts in the low-risk group, the coexistence regime shrinks to the gray shaded region. D, Stochastic iterations of infection give similar
results: average coexistence times (up to a maximum of 100 years) are shown as the parameters of strain 2 vary, on a network of 5,000 individuals.
Throughout, and ; all rates are events per year.ap 20 rp 5
generated network of 5,000 individuals is used: in figure
3A it is used to parameterize the pairwise model, and in
figure 3B it is used as the setting for the stochastic model.
The population is broken down by neighborhood size to
show how different strains dominate in different regions
of the network. In a mean-field or polygamous system,
only one strain would persist (in this case the high trans-
mission rate, short infectious period strain would domi-
nate as it happens to have the larger R0 for the parameters
used). In contrast, in both a deterministic (fig. 3A) and a
stochastic (fig. 3B) monogamous population, this strain
persists less well in the low-risk group, where partner
change is slow because infected individuals tend to recover
before changing partner. Thus, when there is a core group
and a low-risk group, the two strains coexist, one domi-
nating in each group. Although both models are carried
out on the same network, the difference in strain distri-
bution is less pronounced in the pairwise than in the sto-
chastic model because the pairwise model, which considers
no paths within the network of length more than two,
cannot fully represent the separation of individuals seen
in the complete network.
In figure 3C, 3D, the properties of strain 1 are fixed (at
, ) and a range of values for strain 2 is exploredtp 8 gp 2
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with the network structure held constant. The figures show
the outcome of competition between the two strains in a
simple heterogeneous network consisting of a core group
(20 neighbors) and a low-risk group (four neighbors). The
colored lines in figure 3C separate regions of different
equilibrium behavior, as predicted by the pairwise model.
In the region between the red and blue lines, coexistence
is possible, with the fast strain dominating in the core
group and the slow strain dominating in the low-risk
group. We see that similar strains cannot easily coexist
(Nowak and May 1994), while as the two strains become
increasingly different, the region of coexistence widens.
When there is no contact whatsoever between the high-
risk and low-risk groups, any set of parameters lying be-
tween the lines will lead to strain coexistence. When there
is mixing between population subgroups, coexistence is
less likely (fig. 3C, gray region)—strong assortativity max-
imizes the potential for coexistence. Nevertheless, even
when mixing is entirely disassortative (i.e., all partnerships
are between individuals with different characteristics),
there will be a line in parameter space on which the two
strains are perfectly balanced. Coexistence in a stochastic
model is shown in figure 3D giving broadly similar results,
with coexistence being possible due to behavioral heter-
ogeneities in the population.
Figure 4 uses the pairwise model to explore the influence
of assortativity further; the range of parameters for which
coexistence of strains is possible increases markedly as the
interaction between population subgroups falls. However,
we also see that even when most of the contacts of the
core group are with the low-risk population, coexistence
is still possible, albeit only in a narrow region of parameter
space. Thus, although assortative mixing promotes strain
coexistence, it is not an absolute requirement. In a po-
tential network in which the connections are formed at
random, there is still sufficient contact between similar
individuals for two strains to persist—random mixing per-
mits coexistence in a heterogeneous population. We note
that it is possible in theory for a limitless number of strains
to coexist, provided that the network of interactions con-
sists of sufficiently different and well-defined risk groups.
Specialization
Owing to the complex relationship between R0 and the
partnership turnover and infection parameters, different
risk groups experience different evolutionary pressures.
Thus, while within each group there is always evolutionary
pressure toward larger values of R0, this pressure drives
phenotypes in differing groups toward different combi-
nations of infectious period and transmissibility. Hence,
the same initial infection evolving in a heterogeneous en-
vironment will generate diverging strains. The direction
of maximal evolutionary pressure, and therefore the most
likely evolutionary path, differs between high- and low-
risk groups. Where partnership turnover is rapid, higher
values of the transmission parameter are selected, whereas
where partnership turnover is slow, selection favors a long
infectious period.
Unconstrained evolution will eventually lead to strains
with both high transmission rates and long infectious pe-
riods irrespective of the risk groups involved. However, if,
as suggested, a trade-off between transmission and infec-
tious period exists (Bremermann and Thieme 1989; Frank
1996; Boots and Sasaki 1999; van Ballegooijen and Boerlijst
2004) such that diseases are constrained to lie within cer-
tain regions of parameter space, then evolutionary pres-
sures can lead to the divergence of strains and ultimately
to the long-term coexistence of different strains specialized
within particular risk groups. To investigate this scenario,
we assume a trade-off between recovery/treatment rate, g,
and transmission rate, t, of the form , withcgp a bt
the constraints that and (van Baalen 2002):a, b 1 0 c 1 1
under this assumption, more easily transmitted strains are
shorter lasting, and an enhanced immune response or
more vigorous treatment efforts lead to a nonlinear re-
lationship. Figure 5A shows how R0, calculated using the
pairwise model, depends on the transmission rate under
this assumption. When t is low, the small transmission
probability generates a low value of R0, whereas large t
leads to a short infectious period, which again reduces R0.
At some intermediate value, R0 is maximized. However,
in contrast to standard models, which predict that R0 is
maximized when is maximized (Bremermann andt/g
Thieme 1989; van Baalen 2002), the monogamous model
predicts that the position of this maximum depends on
the network characteristics of the host population, as sug-
gested by figure 2. As expected, the low-risk group favors
slow strains (fig. 5, circle) whereas fast strains are more
successful when mixing is rapid (fig. 5, triangle).
Figure 5A also allows us to calculate the region in pa-
rameter space where coexistence of strains is possible; for
instance, if one strain maximizes its R0 in the low-risk
group (circle), a range of other strains (thick black curve)
will outcompete it in the core group, thus allowing two
strains to persist in the population.
The precise location of the coexisting evolutionary op-
tima depends on the shape of the trade-off assumed. The
lower the sensitivity of g is to changes in t (i.e., when a
is large or c small), the greater the distance between op-
timal strains in the different network regions (fig. 5B).
Clearly, the degree to which coexisting strains differ will
depend on the trade-offs in the system, but in all cases,
the same general result holds true: fast strains are favored
where partnership dynamics are fast.
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Figure 4: Effect of assortativity on coexistence in a population with two behavioral subgroups as in figure 3C, as predicted by the pairwise model.
The coexistence region is plotted for a second strain with a fixed value of transmission rate ( ) for a range of population mixing patterns.tp 30
Core assortativity is here defined as the proportion of potential partners of the core group that themselves lie within the core group; thus, when
core , the two groups do not interact, but when core , half of the core group contacts are in the noncore group.assortativityp 1 assortativityp 0.5
The dashed line shows the level of assortativity corresponding to random mixing.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that the simple SIS infection pro-
cess together with complete cross-immunity can give rise
to coexisting strains of a pathogen when the social context
of infection is taken into account. It is frequently the case,
particularly for STDs, that contacts between individuals
leading to transmission are not instantaneous but have a
finite duration, a consideration not included in standard
mean-field models. This constraint means that a successful
pathogen not only has to transmit during the course of a
partnership but also must survive between partnerships.
The rate of partner change therefore exerts different pres-
sures in high-mixing and low-mixing populations, en-
abling pathogens to specialize and coexist. Coexistence
thus requires behavioral diversity within the population
and is enhanced by assortative mixing. These conditions
are, to a reasonable approximation, the norm for sexual
partnerships; even within the core group, “concurrent”
relationships can be viewed as rapidly undertaken and
repeated monogamous partnerships.
The stable, deterministic, coexistence observed is de-
rived from the presence of finite-length interactions, and
hence it is no surprise that simpler pair formation models
(Altmann 1995; Kretzschmar and Dietz 1998) can generate
similar results (not shown). This similarity is encouraging,
suggesting that coexistence is not merely an artifact of the
modeling approach used but is a more general phenom-
enon. The result arises because of different partnership
durations in differing regions of the transmission network,
which come about because of the assumption that indi-
viduals with more potential partners tend to form shorter-
lived relationships. Similar coexistence results are gener-
ated if the partnership breakup parameter itself is assumed
to vary, even without the presence of different numbers
of potential partners; if one group has long partnerships
and one group has short partnerships, again coexistence
is predicted. It is possible for any number of strains to
coexist, provided that there are sufficiently many behav-
iorally distinct population subgroups. Practically, however,
there is a very limited range of parameters within which
nearby strains can coexist, suggesting that strains must be
a reasonable distance apart before coexistence is likely.
The results presented here echo a general tenet in ecol-
ogy that heterogeneities can promote coexistence by pro-
viding a range of ecological niches for species or pathogens
(Tilman 1994; Bolker and Pacala 1999; Chesson 2000;
Amarasekare et al. 2004; Snyder and Chesson 2004). In
an epidemiological setting, heterogeneity of the network
Figure 5: Effect of transmission-recovery trade-offs on strain coexistence. A, R0 as a function of transmission rate in high-risk (upper gray line) and
low-risk (lower black line) groups. The trade-off function is used, with the value 0.0825 chosen to ensure that the parameter1.2gp 1 0.0825t
combination (as used in fig. 3) is permitted. The R0 maxima are denoted by a circle and a triangle in the low- and high-risk groups,tp 8, gp 2
respectively. Also shown is the range of values of transmission rate for a second strain that allows it to coexist with a strain that is optimal in the
low-risk group (thick black line). B, Evolutionarily optimal parameter values for infection in low-risk and high-risk groups for three trade-off curves
of the form . The values (dashed line); (dotted line); and (solid line) are used with bcgp a bt ap 0.5, cp 2 ap 1, cp 1.2 ap 1.5, cp 1.5
chosen in each case to ensure that the curve passes through .tp 8, gp 2
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is insufficient; the existence of different behavioral groups
is not enough to allow persistence of more than one strain.
However, when partnerships within a population are con-
sidered, we have shown that serial monogamy coupled
with a variation in partnership turnover rates leads to
different trade-offs between colonization (transmission
rate) and persistence (infectious period) in different parts
of the network, thus allowing several strains to coexist.
Regions of the network with different host behavioral
characteristics also exert different evolutionary pressures,
and this divergence promotes speciation within a popu-
lation, with the strains in different behavioral subgroups
moving farther apart. The role this divergence has played
in the strain variation observed for common STDs such
as gonorrhea and chlamydia (Berglund et al. 2002) is not
clear and will depend on the amount of contact that takes
place between behaviorally distinct groups.
We expect the qualitative prediction that strains spe-
cialize to attack specific behavioral subgroups to be test-
able. In the case of STDs, much of the work of strain
typing has been carried out for HIV, which is, of course,
a far more complicated infection than can be described
by the simple model shown here (Burke and McCutchan
1997; Hu et al. 1998). However, the observed patchy dis-
tribution of strains, with different strains dominating in
different communities, displays the expected result; in par-
ticular, when communities are close knit (such as those
associated with injecting drug use), we would anticipate
the identity of the dominant viral strain to depend on the
level of interaction within the group. A closer look at
chlamydia or gonorrhea strains, combined with behavioral
data, would be expected to demonstrate similar results.
Several areas of investigation are needed to clarify the
impact of social behavior and mixing patterns on pathogen
evolution. Specifically, a more detailed knowledge of the
properties of currently circulating strains is needed to de-
termine both the extent to which strains can be charac-
terized in the simplistic ways used here and the stability
of the characteristics of pathogen strains within chains of
transmission. We would like to know the degree to which
pathogen strains are clustered within recognized social
groups and the coherency of these groups within networks.
This will require strain typing of infected individuals as
well as observation of the progress of infections within the
individual and measurement of mixing behavior. The ac-
tivities and infrastructure of genito-urinary medicine clin-
ics, particularly relating to contact tracing efforts, will be
useful to these ends. Various interacting factors—differ-
ences in susceptibility, interaction rates, and transmissi-
bility, for instance—are likely to play a part in strain dis-
tribution; a great deal of data will be required before all
the issues affecting strain competition and evolution are
properly understood.
The models presented here are, by their nature, sim-
plifications of the behavior both of pathogens and of their
hosts. The cross-immunity of strains assumed in the mod-
els used means that no individual can be simultaneously
infected with multiple strains. When investigating coex-
istence, this is a conservative assumption; if both strains
can persist within a single individual, then they are more
likely to be able to persist within the population. Hence,
the limits for coexistence determined here would be ex-
tended if cross-immunity were incomplete. There is evi-
dence of coinfection with gonorrhea strains, for instance,
which both enhances coexistence and promotes the de-
velopment of new strains through genetic exchange
(Turner and Garnett 2002; Martin et al. 2003).
We have also assumed that recovery leaves an individual
fully susceptible again whereas some acquired immunity
is seen both in chlamydia and gonorrhea (Brunham et al.
1996; Cohen et al. 2005), although this immunity may be
ineffective or transient. However, we may think about fam-
ilies of strains rather than individual strains, such that the
large numbers within each family serve to negate the effect
of specific immunity. Nevertheless, the conclusions drawn
are in many ways independent of the precise details of the
model used; the coexistence seen is a result of the complex
dependence of the basic reproductive ratio, R0, on the
behavior of the population. Although acquired immunity
has a small effect on R0 in network models (Keeling 1999),
this does not affect the conclusion that the outcome of
strain competition differs in differing regions of the
network.
We have treated the host population as strictly serially
monogamous. This may not always be appropriate (al-
though concurrent partnerships can be viewed as frequent
repeated relationships within a small set of individuals).
In some situations parts of the network might be better
treated as polygamous. Even so, the discussion regarding
partnership turnover rates is anticipated to apply when a
small amount of polygamy is included within a broadly
monogamous population; for instance, the inclusion of a
polygamous core group in an otherwise monogamous
population would result in broadly similar patterns of co-
existence. Indeed, polygamous behavior in the core group
would further favor fast strains because it removes the
necessity to persist in between partnerships whereas areas
of slow partnership turnover will continue to favor strains
with slower dynamics. Hence, core group polygamy would
be expected to extend the parameter region in which co-
existence could occur.
The conclusions drawn have resulted from heteroge-
neities in the population and, in particular, variation in
mixing behavior. The core-periphery population structure
used here has its closest analogue in the field of STDs but
may also be more widely applicable. Instead of thinking
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about sexual partnership turnover, we may consider the
turnover of social interactions and contrast regions with
different numbers and lengths of interactions, for instance,
rural and urban settings. Areas with slow social dynamics
place similar restrictions on the spread of infection to the
noncore groups in sexual partnership models. It may
therefore be the case that varying timescales of interactions
should be considered more widely in an effort to under-
stand pathogen strain behavior.
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